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ABSTRACT 
In recent years 3D urban maps have become more common, thus           
providing complex point clouds that include diverse urban        
furniture such as pole-like objects. Utility poles detection in urban          
environment is of particular interest for electric utility companies         
in order to maintain an updated inventory for better planning and           
management. The present study develops an automatic method for         
the detection of utility poles from noisy point cloud data of           
Guayaquil - Ecuador, where many poles are located next to          
buildings, or houses are built until the border of the sidewalk           
getting very close to poles, which increases the difficulty of          
discriminating poles, walls, columns, fences and building corners. 

 

CCS Concepts 
•  Computing methodologies➝Artificial intelligence.  

•  Computing methodologies➝Computer graphics.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Detection and classification of pole-like objects in urban        
environments is a topic that has been analyzed and studied for           
various purposes: Advanced Driver Assistant System [1],       
development of precise mappings [2], city modeling and        
management [3], and for various applications in those kind of          
areas. For city management, detailed environment information is        
needed in order to plan land use and make better decision about            
urban furniture. Utility poles are of particular interest for electric          
utility companies, since they need to keep an updated inventory of           
overhead power lines and various other public utilities, such as          
electrical cable, fiber optic cable, and related equipment such as          
transformers and street lights. 

The Ecuadorian state power distribution holding company       
"Corporación Nacional de Electricidad - CNEL" leases the use of          
utility poles to Internet and TV providers. However, the lack of an            
updated inventory makes difficult to keep a real tracking of the           
quantity of poles used by those companies. In order to solve this            
problem, CNEL has decided to digitize some cities of Ecuador          
using a vehicle-based laser scanning (VLS). Currently, a manual         

process is being used in order to detect and tag the utility poles in              
the digital map. Nevertheless, it is a slow, tedious and expensive           
task. The objective of the present work is to handle point cloud            
data provided by CNEL in order to automatically create an          
inventory of the utility poles in a city, or to provide information to             
an assistant system to reduce the manual process. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 
The classification and detection of poles in urban areas has been           
approached using different methods on different investigations: In        
[2], vertical object detection is done through an anomaly detection          
algorithm RX and classified through a clustering algorithm. [4]         
uses neural networks to classify based on the normalized cell          
values on each image, and in [5] Linear Discriminant Analysis          
and Support Vector Machines are used for classification of the          
distinct Pole-Like objects, using as predictor variables simple        
algebraic expressions with PCA analysis of the point clouds. 

Since pole-Like objects have a cylindrical shape, many works are          
based on detecting cylinders [6,7]. A common approach is also          
based on finding circle arcs in horizontal cross-section of the point           
clouds [8-10]. 

 

3. PROPOSED APPROACH 
3.1 Problem definition 
A common pre-processing stage for segmenting pole-like       
elements consist of removing large vertical surfaces in order to          
eliminate columns of buildings, fences and building corners, that         
are not objects of interest and may be confused with poles.           
However, in some Latin-American countries, such as Ecuador,        
many electrical poles are located next to buildings, or houses are           
built until the border of the sidewalk getting very close to poles            
(Figure 1). Thus, in the environment of this work is difficult to            
avoid these false positives unless some poles are lost.         
Consequently, the segmentation approach in this research does not         
remove large vertical surfaces, and breaks them in small units          
instead. Additionally, some parts of the point cloud provided by          
CNEL include calibration errors that deform the cylindrical shape         
of poles (Figure 2). Thus, the horizontal cross-section layers         
approach was discarded because the 2D projection of poles were          
very irregular (Figure 3). This paper is proposing two stages:          
Segmentation and Classification. The segmentation preprocesses      
the cloud point in order to generate individual objects that may           



represent utility poles, while the classification creates a model to          
discriminate poles from other objects. 
 

 
Figure 1. Utility poles close to buildings (houses). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figue 2. Calibration errors present in the point cloud. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figue 3. 2D projection of poles 

 

3.2 Segmentation process 
Since the ground joins all the objects, the first step of the            
segmentation process is to eliminate points corresponding to the         
ground and then groups the remaining points according to their          
distances using the basic method for clustering and segmentation         
presented in [11]. For this, the method described in [12] was           
follow. First, a RANSAC model [13] is employed to find the           
largest planar horizontal surface in order to create a model of the            

ground. Then, all the points inside a threshold of 15 cm from the             
plane are discarded, as shown in Figures 4 and 5. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Point Cloud of a street in Guayaquil 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Ground model of a street in Guayaquil 

 
Since some utility poles in Ecuador are built very close to           
buildings (touching them), it is necessary to split the cloud point           
in order to obtain the independent vertical objects. For this, a           
voxel filter [14] was applied in order to divide the point cloud            
space in a 3D grid of vertical voxels whose horizontal          
cross-section resolution is similar to the horizontal cross-section        
of a pole. Finally, the points are clustered with their nearest           
neighbours based on the Euclidean distance metric following the         
steps presented in [11]. The result of the segmentation process is           
shown in Figure 6. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Segmented point clouds 

 

3.3 Classification process 
With the segmentation process finished, a general geometric rule         
(width, height) is applied to remove the point clouds that belong           



to objects that are clearly not utility poles. Consequently, point          
clouds of individual objects with geometric characteristics similar        
to a pole are obtained (Figure 7). The next step is the            
classification, this step is done by first extracting the features from           
the point clouds, and later passing those as the input vector of a             
neural network, which will then classify the objects into their          
corresponding classes. 

 

Figure 7.  Point cloud of  top) columns and part of buildings 
bottom) individual utility pole. 

 

3.3.1 Preprocessing stage 
Before entering the classification stage, preprocessing must be        
done on the data, to keep it homogeneous and extracting the           
features of the objects to be classified. A C++ program was made            
using the PCL library to work with the point clouds of the            
individual objects, filtering the top part of the objects and          
extracting the features. According to [5], some feature can be          
extracted using the eigenvalues of the PCA analysis; such         
variables are: 

– : Height of the object X 1  

– : Differentiates flat objects from other X 3/(ƛ1 2)   2 = ƛ * ƛ       
objects 

– : Differentiates narrow objects and wider ones  2/ƛ3  X3 = ƛ        
with similar values of  X 2  

– : Differentiates volumetric objects,  ƛ1 3)/(ƛ2 )  X4 = ( * ƛ
 2     

such as tree, from others. 

Where ƛ1, ƛ2, ƛ3, are the eigenvalues obtained from the PCA           
analysis. 

Aside from those variables, plane objects can be further         
differentiated by calculating the variance of the surface normals         
on the three axes, as most surface normals on plane objects tends            
to have the same direction, thus having a small variance, in           
contrast to other elements whose surface normals point to various          
directions. So, 3 more variables were added to as features: 

–  : VarianceNX (The variance of the normals in X axis)X5  

–  : VarianceNY (The variance of the normals in Y axis)X6  

–  : VarianceNZ (The variance of the normals in Z axis)X7  

In total, 7 variables were extracted as features (Figure 8) for the             
classification of the pole-like objects, and such were saved in a           
CSV file , for further processing on the next step. 

Figure 8. Example of features extracted from point clouds 

 

3.3.2 Classification stage 
Once the features were extracted, the classification stage were         
performed. Classification is done using a Feed-Forward Neural        
network, to classify the objects in 5 distinct classes: trees, palms,           
poles, flat objects and other objects. 
The neural network was designed on MATLAB (R2017b version)         
using the Neural Network Toolbox it provides.  

The neural network structure is as follows: 

·        7 neurons in the input layer 

·        5 neurons in the output layer 

·        12 neurons in the hidden layer 

·        Sigmoid function on the neurons in the hidden layer 

·        Softmax function on the neurons in the output layer 

·        Bayesian Regularization as the training function. 

 

Figure 9. Neural network design diagram. 

 



4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The proposed approach was tested in a sample of the 3D map of             
Guayaquil. The sample cloud contained around 800 million points         
and represented an urban area that includes some parks, building          
and houses. In this section, the results of the approach presented           
in this work is shown. The result of the segmentation step are 814             
point cloud from different objects, illustrated in Figure 10. 

 

Figure 10. Distribution of objects. 

The data then was passed to the preprocessing module, where, by           
applying the PCA analysis and estimating the surface normals, the          
features needed were extracted from the point clouds. 

Those objects were divided into 2 proportionate sets. One set with           
70% of the data of each class, the Training Set, and the other set              
with the remaining 30% of the data, the Testing Set. 

The Training Set was used to train the network, varying the           
number of neurons in the hidden layer, to find the best settings for             
the network. The best found at using 12 neurons in the hidden            
layer, which results in the following confusion matrix: 

Figure 11. Training confusion matrix 

Later, the Testing Set was used to check the ability of the neural             
network to generalize the data, obtaining the following confusion         
matrix: 

Figure 12: Testing confusion matrix 

As it can be seen, the classification percentage is around 85%,           
having the most error on elements like trees and palms, followed           
by other objects. Too many things can be said about this, and            
those will be discussed in the next section. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE 
WORKS 
 

5.1 Conclusions 
This work can be concluded with the following findings. 

● The sample size of trees and palms is low in comparison           
to the rest of the samples, as such, the neural network           
can’t make a robust model of those, and tends to make           
mistakes in those classes. 

● The resultant point clouds obtained from the       
segmentation process were too noisy, and further       
processing would be required in order to effectively        
differentiate the objects. 

● Segmenting objects to focus on specific areas, is        
beneficial to calculate efficiently the variables without       
much margin of error. That process cut off noisy data          
such as persons, plants, objects that can be in the low           
part of the pole. 

● Even though the proposed approach do not       
automatically detects all the utility poles present in the         
noisy point cloud data, it can be used to provide          
information to an assistant system to reduce the manual         
process which is slow, tedious and expensive. 

 



 
5.2 Future Works 
As it was concluded, there are some factors that limits the           
algorithm to get the success rate higher. So, in fact, there can be             
some future works that can be done to improve the success rate of             
classification. 

● Segmentation is a vital part when we talk about         
searching patterns or classification problems,     
eliminating noise as much as possible must be done in          
the segmentation process, and that, as a result, will         
improve the accuracy of the features calculated and        
inserted in the neural network, allowing to difference        
the objects efficiently. 

● When cameras and sensors are used to obtain digital         
information of real world objects, it is necessary to         
focus all the possible angles, so in that way we can           
extract all the information of that object without missing         
important facts that can be used in classification        
process. 

● Having an homogeneous sample size for each kind of         
object would be favorable, in order to the neural         
network to build a robust model for each output class. 

● The use of Convolutional neural network is being        
analysed in order to improved the classification results. 
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